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E celebration of the bicentenary
of the founding of Princeton Uni, versity affordsa fitting occasionto
review in I946 the two hundredyears of
intellectualevolution in which it has participated and to examine the problems
which we face today in the perspective
of antecedent stages. Such a review is
particularly significant, since the evolution of educational institutions brings
into clear focus facts which we tend to
forget in tracing the history and in celebrating the achievements of other institutions: that the discussion of theories
and ideals influencesthe courseof events
and that ideas are themselves facts and
have their histories in the intellectual
and moral formation and action of a
people. The problem which this conference has met to discuss-the development of international society-is one of
the crucialproblemsof our times. On its
solution may depend the solution of all
other problems. The discussion of international society, moreover, is itself a
phenomenonpertinent to the statement
of the problems to which the discovery
or institution of international society

would afforda solution. Political and social problems have the peculiarity,
shared by other practical inquiries, that
the discussionmay itself become part of
the data of the problem.Inquiry into the
development of international society is
not merely a possible means toward its
realizationbut evidence of the existence
of internationalbonds and forces, for desire to furtherthe ends of world community and understandingof its implications
are themselves effective social bonds.
Any consideration of international
society must involve some examination
of ends sought in such a society; actual
conditions as they bear on its desirability and possibility' and policies, devices,
and theories designed to make the ends
practicablein the circumstances.Yet the
three questions are not independent,although it is easy to separateends, conditions, and means in the abstract, and
they can be distinguishedin the context
of any programof action or any theory
of society. A practical problem exists
when a program of action has not yet
been arrivedat; and agreementconcerning action is possible without resolving
differences of theory. Practicable ends
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be pursuedis not determinedby the conditions, and the conceptionof an end and
attachment to it may influence what is
taken to be the actual situation. The
practicability of objectives depends on
some agreement concerningwhat is the
case; but the facts vary as the approach
and interpretation are changed. Conversely, ultimate ends and basic theories
are not susceptible of rational demonstration or empiricalrefutation; another
man's theory, viewed from without, becomes an ideology which fixes false ends
and establishes fictitious facts, and pursuit of his purpose becomes the exercise
of force-or pressure. This peculiarity of
social and political discussion is one of
the chief sources of the confusion in
which plans for practical action are involved, but it is also a source of hope,
since practical problems are sometimes
solved tangentially by agreement about
means which had been shown antecedently to be inadequate to the purposes
or impracticablein the circumstances.
The issues concerning world society
will not be determinedsimply by ascer*tainingfacts or by weighing the desirability and practicability of ends or by
reconciling or refuting theories. Yet
there is a tendency in the discussion of
internationalsociety to presentthe issues
in one of three forms of argument, in
which international society is conceived
so differentlyas to seem, in turn, already
in existence, impossible, and a goal in
process of achievement. If material conditions are examinedin the interdependence of men and their commonneeds and
dangersand in the improvementof facilities for production,transport,and communication,"one world"is discoveredinescapably in existence, and it is argued
that world community depends only on
recognitionof this materialbasis. If ends
and purposesare examinedin the actions

and statements of men, a clash of ideologies and a neglect of moral issues is discovered, and it is argued that world society is impossible, since it depends on
a community of shared values and an
agreement concerning ends which have
not yet been achieved. If present discussions and currentefforts in international
co-operation are examined, finally, it
would seem that what is needed is the
developmentand improvementof political institutions by which extant political
states and internationalinstitutions may
be oriented to the determinationand enforcement of a common policy.
It is the purposeof this paper to argue
that the political question is prior to the
economicand the moral questions in the
development of world society, precisely
because the resolution of political questions is a means to the solution of economic and moralquestions. The position
is difficultto state and to defend, for political problemshave economicand moral
bases and their solution is advanced by
economic and moral means, and this interdependence facilitates their translation to one another or even confusion
with one another.The priority of the political-and, indeed, its distinction from
the economic or the moral-can be established only by means of questions
which cut acrosspolitical, economic,and
moral considerationsand indicate their
relations in theory, in history, and in
purpose.
Questions of theory and policy have,
in the first place, become questions of
"communication." In the absence of
agreement about ends or means, rights
or freedom,the problemsof international
society cannot be discussed in terms of
the purposesit is to achieve, the institutions it shouldemploy, or the facts which
renderit desirableor inevitable. Instead,
theories have been treated as abstrac-
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vice set up the opposite poles of persuasion or debate. The discussionof circumstances, criteria, and means depends on
some previousagreement,not only to insure the applicationof statements univocally to the same problem, but also to
permit the differentiationand identification of fact, end, and statement. But if
theoreticalproblemsbecomeproblemsof
communication and translation in the
oppositionsof theories,problemsof communicationare transmuted,in turn, into
problems of fact or problems of ends.
Purposes and ideas may, on the one
hand, be explained by the economic or
social conditions of those who conceive
them; or the ills of the present may be
traced, on the other hand, to an exclusive concernwith short-rangeand material interests on the part of all men or of
men in power or of men opposed to right
reason and good will. In this circle of
translation and reduction there is no
means of differentiating between true
and false or good and evil, since both are
expressionsof interest; or, if they are differentiated, false and evil seldom have
any clear distinguishingmarkother than
that they follow from the point of view
opposed. Yet in the discussionsin which
theories and policies are opposed and in
the debates in which the resolutions of
such differencesbecomeproblemsof communication, it may be argued, by either
side, that theories, policies, and even
modes of expression are determined by
what uniquely is the case or by what imperatively should be, and problems of
communication are therefore presented
I. THE PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION
either as problems of fact to be ascerIN AN INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
tained scientifically or problems of ends
In the absence of previous agreement to be inculcated morally. All discussions
concerningfact, purpose, or theory, all of practical problemsmay thus be treatpractical problems become, first of all, ed as examplesof the oppositionbetween
problems of communication,and differ- those who defend science or lament atences of interpretation,intention, or de- tacks on the use of scientificmethodsand
tions unrelated to practical situations or
as ideologiesexplainedby period,class,or
purpose;ideals have become expressions
of interests, commonor particular,or impractical fantasies; and the actual situation is variously viewed as an extension
of the struggleof classes or a stage in the
progressof freedomand in the opposition
between capitalism and communism or
between East and West, the signs of democracy and fascism or of freedom and
oppressionbeing detected, dependingon
the theory preferred, now on one side,
now on the other. In their practicalform
moral, political, and economic issues in
internationalquestions becomeproblems
of communication,becauseall the important words-' 'peace," "welfare," "secu" "democracy," "nationrity, "'".freedom,
al state," "international society"-are
ambiguous. In the second place, since
these ambiguitiesare not verbal or subject to arbitrarysolutions, properunderstanding of them depends on the statement of real issues which can be traced,
behind the difficultiesof communication,
in the developmentof national states and
their internationalrelations. Finally, the
purposesof internationalsociety, as they
emerge from a consideration of theory
and history, must be formulatedin terms
which remove the ambiguities inherent
in "peace,""
"security,""welfare,"or any
other embodimentof ends in institutions
feasible or operative in present circumstances, whatever the oppositions of attitude or theory which remain in the
reasons for joining in common action.
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those who, defend ethics or lament departuresfrom moral ideals. The distinction between fact and ideal-when all
problems,theoreticalas well as practical,
are made problems of communication
becomes in the statements of philosophersand sociologistsa contrastbetween
realism and idealism, ideology and utopia, or power and justice.
Once questions of theory have been
transformedinto the dialectical opposition of theses in discussionand communication,historyand fact arefitted easily to
the supportof either sideor eithertheory.
It is apparentfromexaminationof man's
actions and statements,no less than from
study of the evolution of his ideas and
ideals, that the nature of things as he
conceives them and the objectives which
he sets for action are shaped by the conditions of his life. The sociologyof knowledge makes place not only for the ideas
that express currentsocial and economic
patterns but also for ideas that set new
patterns for future action, and no philosophy is so lost in utopian speculation as
to neglect the actual situations which
contain the potentialities of ideal fulfilments or the marks of a perfectionfrom
which they are degradations. Ideas of
justice are expressionsof interest,whether they are defenses of the status quo or
expressionsof revolutionaryaspirations;
and, however determined, ideas of justice are at once dependenton the support
of adequate power and themselves instruments of power. Yet only the more
theoretic of the realists are prepared to
defend the thesis that "might makes
right"; and when justice is definedas the
interest of the stronger,the fuller elaboration of the position runs into the difficulty, which Socrates forced even Thrasymachus to recognize,that the "stronger" is strong only if he has knowledgeof
his true interests, and in the long run his

interests involve considerations of justice. In these exchangesof compliments,
the sociologistand the economist can explain the philosopher'spredilectionsand
purposes by the material conditions under which he developed them, and the
philosopher can detect the principles
which underlie social and economic explanations and raise questions concerning the ideals implicit in them.
Since theories of "communication"
and "language"exhibit the same ambivalence as the theories to which they are
applied, the opposition between the
treatment of ideals in terms of facts and
the interpretation of facts in terms of
purposesis not resolved by the efforts of
semanticists to explain philosophic antinomies and resolve social problemsby
clarifyingthe symbols in which they are
expressed. It has been fashionable to
treat communicationin terms of the multiplicity of languages, the ambiguity of
statements, and the manipulations of
propagandaand to consider ideas, convictions, and theories, if at all, in terms
of the findings of opinion polls, the development and use of instruments of
mass communication, and analyses of
content in communicationsdesigned to
isolate the means for planting opinions.
Human motives, loyalties, and beliefsare
treated largely in terms of human types,
classes, races, or nations; statements are
examined in terms of deceptions worked
contraryto true interests; and education
is plannedin terms of information,propaganda, group solidarity, or welfare programs. At the other extreme there is a
growing tendency to view the problems
of communication in terms of the reformulation of cultural ideals, many of
which have found expressionin art, literature, religion, philosophy, and social
institutions. The analysis of the conditions and instrumentalitiesof communi-
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cation seems to precludeconsiderationof
the ends of communication,except as determinedby circumstancesand available
means;while the discussionof ends seems
divorced from action, even to the extent
of providing no means for their realization other than the pious hope that a
moral reform may make ideals effective
as they have not been in the past.
The separation of facts and purposes
so sharply that the distinction between
powerand justice is made a sourceof opposition in theory and of contradictionin
the interpretation of fact has consequences in both the discussionof theory
and the debate of practice. In the discussionof theory the very nature of morals and of the social sciences, as well as
their relation to other sciences which
treat of nature and facts, has been subject of debate. Philosophers and social
scientists who differ in most other respects, from Plato through Hobbes to
the modern "realists" in jurisprudence
and political science, have argued that
the treatment of human actions and institutions will become "scientific" only
when the facts of action and association
are formulated in laws comparable to
those discoveredin mathematicsand the
physical sciences.Otherphilosophersand
social scientists, who have little else in
common,from Aristotle throughKant to
Dewey, have arguedthat the regularities
of social behavior must be distinguished
from those of natural phenomena, since
purposes are not irrelevant to investigation in the social sciences but are themselves to be numbered among the facts
and since the possibility of change is affected by the desire for change. In the
debate of practice both sides in opposition on a particular issue may be subjected to the same criticisms from opposed points of view, and opposite
coursesof action may be defendedby the
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same statements of ideal and fact. A
course of action advanced as "democratic" is usually criticized as despotic,
authoritarian, or fascistic and opposed
by anothercoursedefendedas truly democratic. Recent discussions of the freedom of the press, the conduct of elections, and the conditionsof trade in enemy or newly liberated nations have afforded abundant examples of the opposed meanings which "freedom" and
"equality" may assume, and the discussion of peace treaties and applications
for membershipin the United Nations
are impressiveillustrationsof the facility
with which nations may tolerate in the
states which they support faults which
they excoriate in states which they oppose.
The solution of the problem of communicationin theory requiresreconciliation or reductionof the differencesof social scientists; but, fortunately,the problems of communicationin practice in a
world community need not wait for that
happy insight and decisive demonstration, for practical problems may be resolved by distinguishing the three related considerationswhich make the nature and existence of an internationalsociety ambiguous and by providing a
means of coming to agreement concerning actions which may serve both to resolve material problems and to prepare
for a community of ideas by clarifying
the relations of ends and ideas to each
other. Material circumstances,economic
contingencies, and military dangers are
not themselves sufficient to force any
mannerof associationon men who think
themselves in opposition. If the physical
universe has been contracted by recognized interdependences of needs and
problemsand by increasedspeed of communication and travel, the process has
not led to a greater understanding of
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common problems and aspirations or
even to accurate statements or sympathetic interpretationsof differences.Nor,
on the other hand, is it plausible that
moral preachment can lead to sufficient
unanimity in philosophic doctrine, religious dogma, or economictheory to weld
together a world community. In spite of
the fact that every force and creed that
ever was thought to unite men-religious belief; moral doctrine; social, economic, legal, psychological, or even biological compulsions-has been suggested
again as the means by which an international society will finally be constituted,
man is further from a community of
shared values, continuous tradition, and
common meanings than he has been at
other times in his history. The greatest
hope for the survival and advancement
of civilizationlies not in foundinga world
society on the solution of economicproblems or in seekingits conditionsin a preliminary moral community, but in the
strengtheningof an internationalorganization and in the institution of a world
state, for it is conceivablethat men may
agree upon actions, within stipulated
limitations, when they have not agreed
about theories or creeds.Such a political
organization in practice could at the
same time provide opportunityand guidance for the solutionof the materialproblems which have set the nations of the
world in opposition and contribute by
action to removing misapprehensions
and quieting fears which stand in the
way of a community of understanding.
It could in theory escapethe false opposition of modern realists and idealists, for
it could claim the support of both. Communities based on force depend on a
statement of doctrine and purpose, and
they are opposed effectively only by
other ideals backed by adequate force;
and communitiesbased on common un-

derstanding and aspiration depend on
power adequate to bring opposed interests and beliefs into harmony with the
commongood of the community.Recent
history has shown the dependenceof the
political institutions on material sufficiency and on some semblanceof formulation of basic principles;but it is no less
clear that political devices are instruments which operate in lieu of economic
force or moral suasion in the solution of
economicproblemsand in the resolution
of the conflict of doctrines.
1I. THE PROBLEM OF NATIONS IN A
WORLD COMMUNITY

The ambivalence of theories and the
confusionof communicationare particularly apparentin the discussionof international political organizations and in
the history of attempts to set them in
operation. An international society is
ultimately a form of association of the
men and women of the world; but the
membersof such a society, whether it is
actual or yet to be realized,are united by
different needs and purposes in many
groups and associations,and those communities of interestare the sourceof both
aids and hindrancesto the formationof a
more inclusive society. Economic and
social forces which make for unity may
be interpreted from antagonistic points
of view and become the basis for intellectual and moral opposition. Common
ideals may be translated by ideological
differencesinto material oppositionsand
require the protection of spheres of influence and the definition of policed
boundaries. Many philosophies besides
stoicism and many religions besides
Christianity have conceived of men as
brothersor as citizens of the world; but,
since the concept of the "household"has
more than merely an etymological con-
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nection with "economics,"the conflictof
economicclasses may be thought to be a
necessary preliminaryto a classless and
nonpoliticalsociety; or, since the generations of the family of mankind have led
to differences of races and species, the
unity of the world may be projected in
terms of the rule of the fittest; or, finally,
since economicinterestsor culturalideals
may be embodied in political organizations, the fate of an internationalsociety
may turn on the issue of the strugglesof
nations. The ambiguities of "force" and
"justice" confuse the issue of an international society, whether these preliminary strugglesare thought of in terms of
the conflict of proletariatand capitalist,
of underprivilegedand privileged peoples, or of despotic and democraticforms
of government. We have fought a war
to prevent, in the interests of justice, a
unificationof the world by,force;and we
have discoveredthat the organizationof
political instrumentalitiesto achieve justice and prevent further appeal to force
encounters difficulties because the pursuit of justice by opposed interests, ideologies, and sovereignties assumes the
appearance, or the suspicion, of force.
The terms of the problem of an international society are set by the situation.
A society dependson materialsufficiency
and spiritual community, and political
institutions may serve to separate questions on which agreement is necessary
for action from questions on which disagreementneed not lead to action detrimental to society and from questions
which need not have the same solution
for the entire community; but, to effect
that separation, political institutions
must possess power adequate to enforce
agreementsconcerningnecessaryaction.
The problems of a world state may,
therefore,be formulatedin terms of the
constituent parts of which it must be

composedand in terms of the manner of
its organizationand operation.
Whether international political institutions are set up by peaceful means or
by force, the extant nation-states will
be the instrumentseffecting the change.
It seems probable, likewise, that they
must be, whether in their present form
or modified in the assumption of their
broaderresponsibilities,the units of the
eventual -world organization or world
state. Such doubts as have been suggested concerningtheir ultimate function
in relation to an international society
have arisen from the varied history of
the development of-modernnations and
the consequent ambiguities of the term
as it is applied to the present nations of
the world. Those ambiguities may be
summarized in terms of the economic,
cultural, and political differenceswhich
contribute to the confusion of modern
theory and communication. The great
nations which emerged and assumed
their characteristic form in the nineteenth century could take advantageof a
separationof political and economicconsiderations and set up political institutions, rights, and duties on the assumption that at least the broad lines of a
laissez faire economy were in effect; the
states of the twentieth century have taken more and more economic functions,
and the boundariesof states are crossed
moreand moreby economicinterests and
responsibilities.The criteriafor the definition of a nation and the fixing of national boundaries were sought in the
nineteenth century in the ideals of " selfdetermination" and the "liberation of
oppressed peoples"; but the attempt to
apply such ideals in the Covenant of the
League of Nations failed to take account
of moderndevelopmentsand oppositions
of military and economicpower. Finally,
victory in the war which was to make the
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world safe for democracyled, rather, to
innovations in despotism; and a second
peace settlement is faced with the problem of redefiningthe "freedom,""equality," and even "democracy" which it
seeks to secure. Freedom conceived in
terms of political rights and guaranteed
by equality before the law and equal access to the courts is defective when detached from-the ideals of economic and
social equality and freedomconceived in
terms of social responsibility; and the
ideology of liberal democracy has been
opposed to the development of instruments of mass democracy.A world state
might contribute to the resolution of
these antinomies, if their resolution is
not a conditionantecedentto the settingup of a world state, but the problems
which a world state must solve cannot
await the resolution of these related
problems.
The immediate problem of forming a
world state turns on the form of co-operation adapted to the oppositions of nation-states and adequate to the solution
of their common problems. Viewed abstractly, there are three possibilities.
States may associate in treaty, confederacy, or league without surrenderingto
the larger unit of association any sovereignty or any powers directly over their
citizens; states may unite with other
states or be subjectedto another state in
a new unitary state which is sovereign
over all subjects or citizens; and, finally,
states may forma federationin which the
federal government operates for certain
purposes directly on the citizens of the
constituentstates, not indirectlythrough
the medium of those states, while the
constituent states retain their authority,
each over its own citizens, in all matters
not assigned to the jurisdiction of the
federal government. Attempts to establish a world state by force, in the distant

and the recent past, have sought justification on the ground that violence and
revolutionwere essential to effect a transition to a form of corporatelife which
might, once instituted, operate on the
principles of justice. Even apart from
the fact that force has never been sufficient and moral community has never
been universal,there are good reasonsto
doubt, also, the desirability of referring
all problems to a single central government. Recent efforts to develop leagues
have proceededon the hope that "common opinion," the "harmony of interests," or "respect for law" would be a
sufficientbasis for co-operationor, failing
that, would provide a transition to the
point at which the new internationalinstitutions would be endowed, in consequence of their successfuloperation,with
power adequate to enforce their decisions. A federal organization could depart from the impotence of a league in
questions which endanger the peace of
the world without sacrificing the full
sovereignty of nations or the rights and
responsibilitieswhich citizens enjoy under them.
A federal structurewould make possible the exercise of a genuine legislative
function by the central government,
whereasthe conventionsor agreementsof
a league require ratification or enactment by the member-states.A strict rule
of law would then be available for enforcement by the executive arm of the
world governmentand for interpretation
by the federal courts, in the place of observation of agreementsat the will of the
componentstates and arbitrationby the
parties to a dispute accordingto principles attributed to the law of nature.
Such power could be vested in a world
federal government, in turn, only if the
power bore on individual men and women, who were citizens of the world federal
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state as well as of their particularnation,
and only if the powerwere limited to the
matters specifically assigned to the federal government.Two interrelatedanomalies peculiar to leagues would thus be
removedby a federation:a coercivepower would restrict the principle of free
agreement of states and restrain the
competition of states for freedom of action, and the operation of law on men
and women, to be treated as free and
equal, would be substituted for the principle of equalities of states. The possibility of a federal government-and of
world law-enforcement and world citizenship-depend, in turn, on the possibility of dividing sovereignty and of
definingthe properends of worldgovernment.
III. THE PROBLEM OF THE FUNCTION
OF WORLD GOVERNMENT

The political problems of an international society can be solved justly only
by the delegationof adequatepower to a
supra-national political organization,
and such a federation is possible only if
the constituent states yield some part of
their sovereignty. The delegation of
powerand its limitation are both defined
by the ends of government:if the world
federal government is to be effective, it
must possess power adequate at least to
maintain peace; if the world federalgovernment is to be instituted and brought
into operation, the rights and privileges
of extant states must have adequate
safeguard.This is the statement either of
a hopeless dilemma or -of a rule for action. There is no simple formula by
which to measure the limits of what is
adequate in either case or to formulate
the safeguards of either definition in
terms of quantities of power;but a separation of functions may be made the
basis of a dynamicinterrelationby which
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men and their corporate associations
may determine those limits, without
resort to physical violence or departure
from legal justice. If a central political
organizationis given the power to legislate concerning the manufacture and
possessionof the instrumentsof extreme
destructionwhich have given the present
international crisis an urgency different
in kind from previous threats of war and
concerningother questionswhich involve
the threat of armed conflict, there may
be time and inclinationto try the resolution of problemsof economic,social, cultural, and moral adjustment by voluntary co-operative action of associations
of men and nations and by study and
recommendationof advisory organs of
the federal government. Within the
frame of even limited federalhomogeneity, states or groupsof people may federate for particular political purposes or
associate for the achievement of economic, moral, or intellectual ends, and
large units may federalize into smaller
units more appropriatefor specific purposes. In the complex of such associations the problemof mutual understanding may be attacked in the context of a
developing common tradition and common trust. The central problemsof federation for these purposesare new in the
history of federalorganizations,for they
turn on the possibility of a federal organizationof which the parts are diverse
in their economies, their political forms,
and their ideologies.If peace dependson
the resolutionof all such differences,the
practical difficultiesfaced by statesmen
will continueto be maskedin ambiguities
which permit opposed policies to claim
identical ideals, and the theoretic difficulties treated by philosophers and
sociologists will continue to be set forth
as an oppositionbetween those who neglect spiritual values and those who op-
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pose science, between realism and idealism, ideology and utopia. If, on the other
hand, political institutions can be set up
for the discussionand resolutionof problems, it is conceivablethat agreementon
action and policy may be possible even
in economicquestionswithout agreement
concerningtheory, and the resolution of
problems of action may, in turn, contribute to the clarificationof differences
and coincidences of theory. The very
ambiguities that distract the discussion
of problemswill contribute to the possibility of action, for most of the nations
of the world and all the great powers
make use of commonpolitical terms and
conceptions-the election, the representative assembly, the ideals of freedom,
equality, and even democracy; and, although they differ so widely that either
extreme of practice or conception seems
to the other sophistic and unprincipled,
analogous contradictions, found within
the practicesof a single country or in the
evolution of its institutions, are ground
of hope for an evolution to homogeneity
of world practice and polity.
The separationof political institutions
from economic issues and moral and intellectual principlesand the limitation of
the end of world government to the
maintenance of the peace, however, are
themselves open to misinterpretation.
The separation of functions is made in
recognition, not in denial, of their organic interrelations,for the multiplicity
of men's purposesand needs leads to the
association of men in a multiplicity of
organizations,and the fate of an international society depends on discerning
the internationalpublic which will exercise the political functions of that society. Any statement of ends for those
political functions will be subject to the
ambiguity of which the opposition of
"power" and "justice" is a sign in mod-

ern discussions."Peace" may be defined
in a minimum sense as an absence of
change; but the history of the last
twenty-five years furnishes a multitude
of reasons for suspicion of the ideal of
"peace" and "collective security" conceived in terms of resistanceto "aggression," for, in the absence of a power to
enact and enforcelaws, the judicialtreatment of aggressiontends to be a defenseof
the status quo; justice tends to be determined by the "haves" and power to be
employed by the "have-nots"; and "liberal democracies"tend to be opposed to
"massdemocracies,"and "pluto-democracies" to "people's democracies."
"Peace" and "security" have also a
broaderdefinition, and the "harmony of
interests" is determinedin that broader
sense by considerationsof "welfare"and
the "common good," for peace is ultimately achieved only by the harmonious
functioning and interaction of the parts
of a society. The legislative powervested
in a federal government is the instrument by which such an order and.interrelationmay be established,since it provides a means by which international
relations may depart from past theories
and past establishments. Peace can be
achieved only if provision is made for
change as well as stability, and security
is conceivable only if revolutions can
have a peaceful issue and control. In a
dynamic interrelationof associations in
an internationalsociety, political institutions directed to the maintenance of
peace and invested with power adequate
for that function will succeedin the long
run either by the development of other
agencies for social, economic, and intellectual co-operationor by the growth of
legislative power. They will fail if the
power delegated for the task is insufficient or if requirementsof justice are
unsatisfied.
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The ambiguities which are found in
the theoretic statement of the problems
of international society and the dilemmas which impede action in its interests
are not independent of each other, nor,
on the other hand, are they solved by the
same devices. Three major theses have
emergedin the considerationof means by
which practical may be distinguished
from theoretic problems in the interests
of peaceful co-operationand agreement
concerningaction.
The first thesis asserts the priority of
the political in modes of coming to
agreement concerningcourses of action.
In discussions of international society
and in efforts to act in recognitionof its
needs, economic,social, moral, and intellectual problemsare closely interwoven.
Yet that interdependence is conceived
and stated in many ways: it is thought
that moraland intellectualproblemswill
be resolvedif men can agreeabout means
of removing material needs and inequities, and it is thought that economic
and social inequalities will disappear if
men can agreeabout the nature of justice
and goodness. Antinomies and ambiguities occur not only in the opposition of
theory to theory and in the contradiction of fact by fact, but also-since these
oppositions and contradictions are possible only becauseof the mutual relations
of theoriesand facts-in the confusionof
theories and purposes with facts and
evolutionary developments. In the discussion of theories, ambiguities and
antinomies are removed by careful definitions bearing on the situation under
consideration;and, when the discussion
and theory are about a practical problem, the existence of differencesof interpretation and purpose in the minds of
men and groups of men is part of the
factual situation. In the discussion of
practice, ambiguities and antinomies
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which arise in the opposition of the
parties to the debate are differencesnot
only of theory and purpose but also of
interpretationof facts and thereforeare
not effectively removed by definition or
readily modified by empirical inquiry.
Since action and co-operation cannot
await the removal of sectarian differences, the political means of coming to
agreement concerning courses of action
provides the one alternative both to the
unjustified use of force (whether in the
manipulation of material advantages or
in the impositionof economictheories or
moral criteria) and to the ineffective use
of intellectual and moral suasion
(whetherfor the distributionof material
goods or for the definition of justice).
The applicationof this thesis to the problems of internationalsociety suggests the
conclusion that the formation or discovery of world society depends on the
constitution of supra-national political
institutions in which ambiguitiesof theory and interpretationmay be avoided
in the concretenessof agreementsabout
particularcoursesof action.
The second thesis asserts the priority
of the political in forms of association.
It follows as a consequenceof the thesis
of the priorityof the political in modes of
coming to agreementconcerningcourses
of action, for, as the first thesis seeks in
the establishmentof political institutions
which might contribute to the eventual
solution of economicand moralproblems
a political mean between the extremesof
stating problemsexclusively in economic
or moralterms, the secondthesis seeks to
avoid the unrealseparationof power and
freedomeither by the elevation of power
to moral right or the reduction of freedom to moral indifference,and to provide a political mean between these extremes in the recognitionof a multiplicity and order of human associations
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among which political associations take
their place. If political institutions are
essential to agreementconcerningaction
in a world society, those institutions
must be associations of the men and
women of the world, and they must find
their place among other human associations. They will satisfy these conditions
most readily if they are federal in distribution of functions and powers, for a
federal world government would legislate directly on the men and women who
are citizens of the world state and would
reserve the exercise of specific functions
to the nations of the world or to the parts
of nations or to the combinations in
which nations or their parts or groups of
men might associate. The alternatives to
federation are the league or the unitary
state. Since the league does not possess
legislative powers and its member-states
operate as sovereign and separate units,
the only means of coming to agreement
which it provides are indirect (for decisions must be ratified by the memberstates) and incomplete (for decisions are
binding only on states which ratify them
and they may be further restricted on
important matters by the principle of
unanimity). The unitary state, on the
other hand, tends to obliterate the multiplicity of human associations, since it
does not provide for the distribution of
functions that might be exercisedbetter
by small units or for the protectionof the
legitimate aspirationsof states; and nonpolitical functions may therefore be assimilated to the exercise of political
power,and social and culturaldifferences
may be reducedto a commonmold in the
centralizing of political power. In general, since action and co-operation are
impossiblein any groupif the minority is
at all points free to withdraw from the
execution of decisions or if the uniform
course of action is imposed exclusively

by the use of force, the political form of
association provides the one alternative
to anarchy when persuasion is insufficient to bring about agreement and to
despotism when power is sufficient to
enforce it. The application of this thesis
to the problems of international society
suggests the conclusionthat federationis
the form of organization in which the
antinomiesof action and the ambiguities
of justificationmay be controlledby the
limitation of power to specific spheres
and purposes.
The third thesis asserts the priority of
the political in the selection of ends for
corporateaction. There is general agreement among the peoples of the world in
seeking peace and in requiringthat the
conditions of peace be just, since an unjust peace will not endure.There is little
agreement concerning the actions that
will bring about justice or even concerning the eventual conditions to be sought
as embodying justice. Between the two
world wars, justice was sought, without
adequate examination of the consequences in fact or the assumptions in
theory, both in the stabilization of the
status quo and in the institution of
revolutionary changes, and the use of
force in jeopardy to the condition of
peace was detected both in actions of
aggression and in defenses of privilege.
We are no clearer,after the conclusionof
the second World War, concerningwhat
is desirablein the accessibility of materials or the distribution of rights. We
have, however, come to a widespread
recognition that men must defend their
"freedoms"and that they can do this by
means of "democratic" institutions,
while recognizing that both "freedom"
and "democracy" are ambiguousin the
statements and actions of nations. We
have come to a widespread agreement
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that "peace" must be preserved, while
recognizing that "peace" is not a mere
cessation of hostilities consequent on
isolating parts of the world from each
other or subjugating some parts of the
world to others. Sincepeace is impossible
without justice and since the advancement of justice has been involved in a
dilemmain which the defense of political
rights and freedom seems to some to
endanger economic rights, while cooperative action to further economic
rights seems to others to lead to curtailment of political rights, the political selection of ends for corporateaction provides a way of viewing peace as a world
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order in which the nations function in
healthy and harmonious interrelation.
The applicationof this thesis to the problems of internationalsociety suggests the
conclusion that the criteria of peace so
conceived may be evolved by employing
the ambiguities and indeterminacies
found in the forms of "democratic"government to preserve, on the one hand,
the multiplicity of agencieswhich should
be brought into relation in an international society and to extend, on the other
hand, the use of political power in the
just resolution of economic and social
problems.
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